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Introduction
Through the intersection of digital archaeology with museum-style didactics and
instructional design, the material past can become more accessible off-site to both researchers
and the public. In this paper, I will discuss the current debate regarding the implementation of
digitization for archaeology projects and museums, summarize how other projects have
implemented digitization, discuss how my project builds on this material, and argue that this
approach is important for archaeological accessibility, knowledge transmission, and conservation.

Literature Review
Digitization Debate
In Museum Object Lessons for the Digital Age, Haidy Geismar lists some of the benefits of
technology for artifact collections: “Websites can make entire collections available across the
world in an instant, robots can allow so-called source communities to curate collections from afar
and 3D-printing technologies permit us to recreate objects destroyed by war and extremism.”1
Despite its many benefits, digitization presents a number of ethical issues that require continued
consideration and improvement. Drawing upon the research of museologists and archaeologists,
in this section I discuss the benefits of and problems with digitization as applied to the material
past.

1
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Digital collections furthers the accessibility of the material past by creating a free resource
available online at schools, libraries, and home. While visiting museums and archaeological sites
is not always feasible due to socioeconomic, geographic, and mobility limitations, the online
availability of digitized objects diminishes these barriers. However, Geismar questions whether
digitization projects “engage audiences comprised of digitally literate consumers at the possible
expense of others, often understood to be on the wrong side of the so-called ‘digital divide.’”2
While digitization may not yet meet the needs of all individuals, constant technological
advancements allow for continued improvements to the accessibility of artifact collections.
However, with increased availability of digital material comes the danger of its uncontrolled
circulation. Such circulation has the potential to “distort the context and meaning of the original
artefacts,”3 leading to misunderstanding of artifacts and cultures. At worst, users could
maliciously redistribute heritage materials in a vacuum of context to misrepresent a culture.
During the digitization process, creators must take the measures necessary to prevent their
project content from being misused or misunderstood.
In addition to making artifact collections more accessible, digitization can also be used to
further knowledge transmission. However, some scholars are concerned that this increase of
digitally available information will cause museum obsolescence. Younan and Treadaway state
that “the open and creative use of digital copies continues to be seen as a threat to museum
culture and practise, based on the long-held fear that simulations could render physical
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collections of authentic artefacts obsolete.”4 As digital learning environments become
increasingly available, museums must compete for public visitorship.5 While it seems unlikely
that digital facsimiles will fully replace the appeal of “the real thing,” these technological
advancements have prompted museums to innovate new ways to draw visitors, often using the
same digital techniques that perhaps seemed threatening. Many museums are improving visitor
experiences within the physical museum by providing supplementary object information and
engagement in augmented reality, offering behind-the-scenes museum tours in virtual reality,
facilitating virtual immersive environmental experiences, and sharing expertise through virtual
docents and specialists.6 Museums have also adopted digitization to create online learning
experiences based on their collections.7 These developments enable museums to showcase
greater percentages of their collections to broader audiences: while display spaces within
museums are limited, technology allows for exhibits unbounded by physical space and exhibition
rotations. In addition to disseminating knowledge among the public, digital artifact databases
serve as a convenient research tool for scholars by compiling object information and
visualizations in a place where the data can be efficiently found, stored, and queried.
While digitization increases the amount of available knowledge concerning collections,
some authors voice concerns over the authenticity of information and the possible biases in its
presentation. As in physical museums, there is the potential for selection bias in the choice of
which artifacts to display in place of others. Additionally, digitized artifacts may undergo

Younan and Treadaway 2015, 240.
Merritt 2017, 21.
6 Merritt 2017, 18; 21.
7 Examples of such projects are further discussed in the “Digitization Implementation” section.
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alterations for optimized display at the discretion of an editor. “The choices and decisions of the
editor play an important but often downplayed role in their creation. Digital 3D models look
real, even though they are just a hypothesis of an artefact or space. However, while digital copies
are not necessarily ‘truthful’ to the original objects, they can be seen to possess a different kind of
authenticity.”8
During the digitization process itself, the related problems of expense and potential
obsolescence of digital collections arise. Because technology is constantly changing, the software
and hardware used for viewing and creating models requires frequent upkeep to avoid
obsolescence, which is time and resource consuming. The cost of initial digitization tools,
technological skill acquisition, and digital collections management can become expensive and
prohibit some organizations from implementing digitization, particularly in areas constrained in
maintenance budgets.
In addition to accessibility and knowledge transmission, digitization can help conserve
archaeological sites and museum collections. Because archaeology is a destructive process, it is
important to thoroughly record the process. Making three dimensional models of a site at varying
stages of excavation provides a scaled record of stratigraphy and building phases, providing
archaeologists with a means of recording more efficient than hand-sketching and more
comprehensive than photographing. There are also the risks of museums and sites being
diminished due to natural disasters, theft, social unrest, or acts of violence, so it is important to
document material heritage as thoroughly as possible. Site and artifact digitization furthers
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conservation efforts and decreases the possibility of artifacts being lost, stolen, or forgotten.
Furthermore, digitization tools can virtually restore heritage sites and artifacts.9

Digitization Implementation
Many ongoing digital projects seek to digitize museum collections and national heritage.
In this section, I provide a brief sampling of various digitization projects in order to contextualize
my own project.
The Uffizi Digitization Project is in the process of three-dimensionally digitizing the Uffizi
Gallery’s entire collection of Roman and Greek sculpture.10 The collection is freely available on
their website, catalogued by type, and searchable. Each object page contains a list of
characteristics and publications concerning the piece.
Similarly, the Metropolitan Museum of Art has recently made all of its public-domain
works available online.11 Unlike the Uffizi Project, the digitized collection of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art is in two-dimensions; however, it provides the benefits of a brief description
alongside each piece and the option to download artworks. Like the Met, the Smithsonian
Cooper Hewitt Collection has made photographs of its collection available online with brief
descriptions.12 The 3D Petrie Project at University College London has published their
photogrammetrically digitized Egyptology collection online.13 These objects are briefly described,
rotatable, and linked to catalogue entries.
Younan and Treadaway 2015, 240.
Indiana University Newsroom 2016.
11 Tallon 2017.
12 Cooper Hewitt.
13 3D Petrie Museum 2018.
9
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Beyond individual entities, the Reciprocal Research Network (RRN) of the Museum of
Anthropology at the University of British Columbia draws together objects from twelve different
institutions.14 This collaborative research database contains pictures, sources, and descriptions of
First Nations items from the Northwest Coast of North America; however, much of their content
is available only to members of the RRN.
The Google Cultural Institute takes digitization in a different direction. Along with
annotated, ultra high-resolution photographs of works from museums around the world, the
project has incorporated 360° virtual museum and world heritage site tours.15 These tours are in
the style of Google Maps street view, allowing visitors to move and look around in the museum
but not to inspect works up-close. To offset this downside, the Google Cultural Institute provides
the Art Camera feature, which allows visitors to zoom in on high-definition photographs of
artworks and read anecdotes about specific portions of the work. Individual object pages feature
a link to the 360° view of their museum when available.
While the previous examples are digitization models from the museum side, the Cosa
Project’s Virtual Museum offers an archaeological approach. This project includes seven 3D
artifact models, as well as one overview model of the site. The artifact models include brief
descriptions (50 to 100 words), while the site model utilizes even shorter annotations (most
around 15 words) affixed to the model to explain the site’s features. Although the project does not

14
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currently have a database section, their website declares, “Find information, catalogue
information, and metadata coming soon!”16

Trasimeno Archaeology Digital Site Museum
The growing number of digitization projects attests to widespread acceptance of the
utility of digitization in general. However, as discussed in the previous section, different projects
have different approaches to digitization as well as different outcome goals. In this section, I
describe the Trasimeno Archaeology Digital Site Museum project, compare its features to other
projects, outline the specific relevance of this project, and situate the project within the current
theoretical debate concerning digitization, discussed in the first section.

Description
The Trasimeno Archaeology Digital Site Museum is a web-based museum of the
Trasimeno Archaeology Project, an ongoing excavation of a Roman villa complex in Umbria,
Italy. The digital museum includes six sections: a welcome page, a general museum, a research
database, a commentary section, a process section, and a contact page. The welcome page
provides background information on the excavations and site navigation instructions. As the
homepage, it is meant to engage visitors who may or may not be familiar with archaeology while
offering navigational support to visitors with varying levels of digital literacy.

16
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The museum and database sections are the heart of the webpage. The general museum
section includes subpages for each model; these subpages include photos, context explanations,
artifact descriptions, reconstructive illustrations, artifact function and importance information,
and references. The goal of this section is to create an accessible, didactic environment for the
general public to learn about the material past. Geared towards a scholarly audience, the
research database page includes streamlined database entries for each artifact, with information
such as date, location, material, iconography, and references, as well as photographs. This
section is meant to be an archival resource for researchers.
The remaining pages are meta-informational sections. In the commentary section, I have
included a condensed version of this paper. This section is intended to provide metadata on the
museum itself, making visitors more aware of the relevance, process, and ethics of digitization.
Similarly, the process manual page provides detailed information on the creation aspects of the
museum for reference and replication. The contact page includes a comments box and directions
to the project’s main webpage.

Relationship to Other Projects
In the last decade, museums have increasingly implemented digitization projects. My own
project draws upon precedents set by other projects while expanding on their accomplishments.
Searchable and organized by type, the Uffizi Project served as a useful example in setting up my
own museum. However, while the Uffizi Project lists object characteristics and references, my
project further embraces the didactic potential of the digital environment by providing
background information, visual context, and relationships to other objects in addition to
11

characteristics and references. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Cooper Hewitt, and Petrie
Museum digital collections provided examples of organization style and baseline descriptive
content. In my project, I add to the range of description topics. While my own project utilizes
objects from only one site, the RRN shows one way by which this digital museum project could
be expanded into a research oriented, multi-site collaborative effort in the future.
The Google Arts and Culture project is similar to my project because it connects images
of individual artifacts to their museum context; however, my digital museum differs in that the
objects are three-dimensional, more descriptively annotated, more manipulatable, and connected
to their original context rather than a contrived museum environment.
As a fundamentally archaeological project, the Cosa Virtual Museum’s methods most
overlap with my own project’s; both projects include photogrammetrically generated site and
artifact models with annotations. However, my project is more intentional in its individual
artifact descriptions and contextualization, adopting a more museum-like style, whereas the Cosa
Virtual Museum displays all of its models on the same page with minimal descriptions for each.

Project Relevance
The main objectives of the Trasimeno Archaeology Digital Site Museum are to improve
archaeological accessibility, knowledge transmission, and conservation. At inception, I intended
the project to solve the problem of limited contact with artifacts post-excavation. Prior to display
in the local museum, archaeological materials must undergo numerous levels of time-consuming
processing, during which they are kept in inaccessible storage. After artifacts join the museum
collection, they are still subject to limited access as the museum is located in a small town in
12

central Italy. Publishing a 3D artifact facsimile online diminishes barriers to viewing the artifact
and expedites its visual availability.
From the initial artifact models, the project grew to include trench models with the dual
objectives of increasing site accessibility and contextual understanding. Because the site is located
in the middle of a farmfield, visiting requires awareness of its existence, intentionality, permission,
and detailed directions. While this obscurity is beneficial for the protection of the site, it limits
public understanding of the site to the details they can surmise from photographs.

A Return to the Wider Debate
In previous sections, I have discussed digitization general pros and cons, the application
of digitization to specific projects, and my own project. In this section, I discuss how my project
addresses the digitization concerns identified in the debate section.
One of the primary goals of my project is to render the findings of a specific
archaeological site more available over the internet. While the choice to use the internet may
alienate digitally illiterate audiences, I have organized the museum as logically as possible and
provided instructions on its navigation. To address the issue of uncontrolled circulation, I have
chosen to publish the 3D models using Sketchfab software, which prevents visitors from
downloading the models; thus they can only be viewed in the context-providing environment of
the digital museum.
Concerns relating to the digital transmission of information include physical museum
obsolescence, artifact authenticity, presentation bias, and technological obsolescence. Because my
museum is aimed primarily for audiences within the United States, it should not affect local
13

museum visitorship; additionally, the museum has many non-digitized artifacts and visiting shows
that draw visitors to the physical museum. In terms of authenticity, I have not done any editing
of the 3D models themselves. While I provide drawn reconstructions, I indicate which parts of
the artifact are reconstructed. To eliminate presentation bias, I provide visual contextualization
for each artifact, allowing the viewer to see the object in the context of the location where it was
found. Although I chose which objects would be prioritized to display, my decision was based on
the completeness of the artifact rather than its subjective appeal. The most difficult issue for my
project is that of technological obsolescence. Throughout the project, I researched and chose
software that seemed likely to last for a long time; however, it is impossible to know for certain
how soon the software will be antiquated.

Conclusion
Of the many benefits digitization offers to museologists and archaeologists, I have focused
on accessibility, knowledge transmission, and conservation both in this paper and in my project
goals. While some issues of digitization await solutions, individual projects like my own continue
to seek creative ways of addressing them. As technology continues to advance, so too can its
application to the material past.
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